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About This Content

Give Eren, Levi and Armin new outfits.
Add a little flavor to the battlefield by wearing a costume with a Summer Festival's motif.

*This set dosen't contain Mikasa Costume "Summer Festival".
*Costume All Set which contains all 16 costumes including Mikasa Costume "Summer Festival" will be released for a special

price in December.

* The images are from an in-development build and may differ from the final version.
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Title: Attack on Titan - Costume Set - Summer Festival
Genre: Action
Developer:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Publisher:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Release Date: 26 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7, Windows® 8.1, Windows® 10

Processor: Core i7 870 2.8GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA Geforce GTS 450

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 25 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c over

Additional Notes: Pixel Shader 3.0 over 3D Accelerator chip , VRAM 1GB over

English,French,German,Japanese,Traditional Chinese
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Really like the style, especially the music... reminds me of DJ SHADOW'S early stuff but with a mega Tokyo / Blade Runner
feel: I really can't congratulate the 'Music Meister' enough on the ambience of the game, it's absolutely spot on.
Very addictive game play and suprisingly versatile character, don't be fooled by the blocky graphics this is a challenge and a
rewarding one at that.
It's strange for me to like a retro style title like this as much as I do but it's just so f' good!
If you like Blade runner, Manga, DJ Shadow and plenty of ott violence... this will do nicely.. Very fun, with a lot of thinking,
planning, and evan money management involved.. Quite fun game with constant updates and very active developers on discord.
Gameplay right now did not bother me, albeit it is a bit on the shallow side when you get to the lategame. It is a nice game to
relax to after work and work on a shop, resupply, handle the customers, see events and such. Nice to keep an eye out for it.. well
my game has part of my screen in streaks of red green and blue if any one could help. this is really fun am not gonna lie buuuut
it can get boring REAL FAST i recommed using an auto clicker. I would previously have warned the non-hardcore rogue-like
lovers to avoid this game. It has a slow progression that really rewards you for playing, however it had a permadeath that
removed ALL progress. The developers quickly responded to community feedback and provided a new game mode that
removes the perma death.
Wonderful game and wonderful developer response~. I bought this game because it looked silly and fun, and then proceeded to
play for 4 hours straight. Totally worth it. This game has a wonderful mixture of RPG elements and clicker-features. It isn't
exactly an idle clicker, though. During battles you have to actively aim your clicking at enemies.

I wish this game was longer! It doesn't take that long to max your chicken out.. LOVE THE GAME BUT DURING THE
HAYWIRE 2.0 EVENT IT DIDN'T GIVE ME THE AQUATEKK APS RIFLE WITCH LOOKS GREAT BUT GAME IS
BEING CHEAP
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Good game, but the maps are kinda boring because they don't seem to change that much as you level up.. BEST ABOUT IT:
Saving little blockmen from the harsh jungle with your never to be endorsed by LEGO military modeled LEGO-like helicoptor.

WORST ABOUT IT: Some jerky controls at some parts in the caves when the camera zooms.

GAMEPLAY: Simple but fun gameplay that has you hovering your chosen helicopter (of 3: small cayuse, medium huey, large
chinook) with combinations of the left and right arrow keys while you aim and shoot your chosen weapon (of 3: machine gun,
minigun, or rocket) with the mouse.

CONTROLS: Very intuitive and tight except for a few parts.

STORY: You need to aiflift a certain number of POWs or cargo back to your base in the fastest time you can.

DIFFICULTY: Easy

GRAPHICS: Simple but charming, minecraft style.

PERFORMANCE: Great, not demanding on hardware.

SOUND: Music and effects are sparse and simple, fits the theme, nothing notable or great.

REPLAYABILITY: Some to get a fast enough time on each level to earn a gold medal and to find all of the dog tags. Took me
10 hours before I found Rambo.

SIMILAR TO: Choplifter, Solar Jetman

RECOMMENDED PURCHASE PRICE: <$4 Worth full price

TITLE: Dustoff Heli Rescue
DEVELOPER: Invictus Games Ltd.
RELEASED: 2015. This game is a lot of fun if you have a group of four folks who love pen and paper style RPGs. Unlike many
RPGs, the text is actually quite well written and not tedious, so you don't end up clicking through it just to get to the "action."
The pacing is slow, and it feels more akin to you and your friends participating in a Roll20.net game than it does playing a video
game. On the downside, the music is good but very repetitive. I ended up listening to podcasts.

I can see lots of potential if they open the game up for player designed scenarios in the workshop.. In spite of the bad reviews I
just thought I'd mess with this little game enough to redeem the trading cards. I've heard complaints that the controller mapping
is odd or just bad, and I can add that it's extremely uncomfortable for keyboard as well.

There is at least an image explaining the keys, but that only makes it laughable that the image itself is poor and I couldn't even
be sure what key was intended for "run" except by bashing it out on the keyboard myself. Thanks for the one card I guess, Not
worth the other two cards to keep playing this.

To the developer. I won't assume that you can't do good work, but work of this quality should not be put up for sale.. Seemed
like a novelty idea to explore the concept of media censorshop, especially in this day and age of "fake news"
Unfrotunately the game falls short because no matter what the choice is, it's simply inconsequential. Too bad.. Naive twins (not
really) run a farm (barely) and are so far in debt that they exchange sexual favors for firewood and store coupons. Amazing
English translation. XD

Better played with the R18 patch.
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